


In 2010, by fateful chance, ten young ambitious spirits united to become the performance group Beuystoys&Mudisten. Their nomen est omen 
and so they convert their common interest in sociopolitical, socioeconomic and socioartistic (isn’t it all the same in the end?) questions into 
happenings and performances in public space. We appear in public areas, on artfairs (invited or not) and on art events.

Each one of us brings another background and is different in personality and artistic work. This gives a rich soil to our group. Our process of 
developing a performance is accompanied by intense and  differentiated discussions and leads our work to a mixture of appearance as group 
and as individuals in that group, what reflects for us the structure of the society we are living in. 

Our artists: 
Adrian Bünzli, Yolanda Bürgi, Simon Egger, Marc Hartmann, Lysann König, Lena Lengsfeld, Azumi Nishizawa, Steven Schoch,
Raphael Stucky and Manuela Wanner.

BEUYSTOYS & MUDISTEN



PERFORMANCE | HAPPENINGS
2010 – 2012

2012 
Rent an Artist, LISTE 17 – The Young Art Fair in Basel, CH
Presentation of the Research Results of the Field Studies at ACT Basel, Act Performance Festival, Dampfzentrale, Bern, CH 
Fieldstudies, Act Performance Festival, Kasko, Basel, CH

2011 
Direction for Floating Water, Institute of Fine Arts, Basel, CH
Tour D’Art, tour in public space, Basel, CH 
Remote Controlled, Act Performance Festival, Ostquai, Basel, CH

2010 
DekAdvent, procession in public space, Basel, CH 



What’s the reason for renting an artist?
What does an artist provide in an hour? What 
does an artist provide?
What do people expect from an artist?
Do they expect anything from an artist?
Is it possible to rent artists?
When is an artist an artist?
What do people hope to gain from this face-
to-face?
Do they hope to gain anyting?

These are the questions that lead us to our 
performance, in which we want to discuss 
an aspect of the relation between economy 
and art. Together with the visitors or the ones 
who rent us, we try to find answers. 

During the opening hours of the artfair at 
least one performer was present at the stand 
of the Jäger von Zoest Gallery, holding a ca-
talogue in which each of us is presented and 

waiting for visitors to rent him or her – or by 
appointment anyone of the group. We distri-
buted flyers all over the fair on which we invi-
ted people to rent one of us for 165.- Swiss 
Francs per hour. 

Shown at LISTE 17 – The Young Art Fair in Basel,
invited by Jäger von Zoest Gallery 
Long time performance during the whole week of the artfair, from 11.06. – 17.06. 2012

RENT AN ARTIST | 2012



Shown at ACT Performance Festival, Kaskadenkondensa-
tor, Basel, CH
Long time performance of about five hours

RESEARCH PROJECT „CAPTURING SPACE“ PART 1 | 2012

What’s the meaning of space? On our opini-
on the term „space“ means much more than 
a three dimensional volume. In order to trace 
our prospect of space, we tried to capture 
a certain – physical and imaginative – space 
during a limited time: The ACT Basel during 
the event. 

Each of us chose an aspect of space, which 
interested him or her personally and defined 

a measuring method for it. We measured 
the visitor’s and artists blood pressure, body 
hight, movement through the rooms, we no-
ted what they said and we interviewed and 
overviewed them. We transferred our results 
into our own analysis. 





RESEARCH PROJECT „CAPTURING SPACE“ PART 2 | 2012

At first sight, the form of our presentation 
was a typical power point group presentati-
on, where every member of the group had a 
few minutes for his or her speech. But what 
we presented was completely unexpected: 
It was a subjective view on what had hap-
pened at Basel, a trial to open the definition 
of space. Steven Schoch explained the idea 
behind the project, by lecture performance, 
power point presentation and a video mes-

Shown at ACT Performance Festival, Dampfzentrale, Bern, CH
Presentation of our research results, 25 minutes

sage we offered the audience an insight in 
our research.





TOUR D` ART | 2011

A group of about thirty persons with twenty 
heavily loaded caddy makes a tour through 
the streets of Basel. The group consists of 
the 10 Beuystoys&Mudisten performers, 
their friends and people on the street, who 
join us spontaneously. The tour leads to three 
offspaces and the artfair LISTE 16. At each 
offspace, we provide everybody with material 
of an art media in order to produce instant 
artworks on place. At the first offspace, eve-

ryone was invited to make paintings, at the 
second one, on the Kaserne areal, we built 
up a huge sculpture-installation together, 
people on place joined us. In front of the 
LISTE artfair Beuystoys&Mudisten showed a 
waltz-choreography with four of the caddies 
in the middle of the crowded court. At the 
last offspace, we prepared a real barbeque 
with sausages, vegetables, salads, bread 
and lots of beer for everyone.

With our happening, we threw a critical eye 
on the art market with its hypes and events 
while at the same time these things were go-
ing on at the big fairs. 

Shown in Basel in the ART|Basel – Week 2011.
A caravan of artists, friends and people from the street goes 
from „hotspot“ to „hotspot“, producing instant artworks, 
showing fancy art entertainment and having a good party. 





REMOTE CONTROLLED | 2011

Shown at the ACT Performance Festival 2011 in 
Basel, CH
The duration of the performance there was limited to 12 
minutes.

Several performers, dressed in different co-
lours, are standing still in the middle of a 
court, while the audience on the gallery is 
waiting. The master of ceremony of the per-
formance festival informs the audience, that 
every of the eight microphones in front of 
them is connected with a wireless headset 
in the ear of a performer. The audience is 
invited to give directions to the performers. 
First, no one knows, which microphone is 

connected with which performer, but after 
the fist directions, the audience figures it out 
immediately. 

The performers will execute the directions 
silently and as good as they can, but if an 
direction should offend the personal limit of 
tolerance of a performer, he or she will not 
move. 
How far will the audience go? And how far 

the performers? Will it come to an interaction 
between the people on the gallery? And how 
will the artists deal with it?





DEKADVENT | 2010

We made a procession along Freie Stasse, 
the main shopping street of Basel, while 
everyone was on the rush, doing some 
Christmas shopping. We were wrapped in 
long gowns and each of us carried a typical 
christmas symbol from religious or cultural 
context: frankincense, candles, little Christ-
mas trees and silver glitter. Four of us carried 
a oversized present on their shoulders. While 

we were walking slowly down the street, we 
sang a doleful „Ohm!“ 

Arriving at the Market Place, we took bags 
full of little nice wrapped Chrismas gifts out 
of the big package and started to distribute 
the gifts to the pedestrians. The gifts were 
filled with plastic emballages and a little pa-
per note with sentences like „What did you 

expect?“, „What stays of Chrismas?“ or „For 
the ones it’s Christmas time, for the others 
just another common working day“.

Shown in public space, on December the 19th during a 
Sunday sale at Christmas time




